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SOME "RAS" EXPERIMENTSWITH THE MEXICAN
INPUT-OUTPUT MODEL
nPEDRO URIBE*
This paper deals wit/i the results obtained froma RAS adjusted series of matrices in the fsrecaiiugof intermediate demand given the final demandmoreover the consequences of coefficient chant'in inter- mediate demand art' analyzed.
I. INTRODUCTIrJ
The purpose of this paper is to commenton some empirical results obtained from
the application of the RAS method of Stoneet al. to the Mexican input-output
model. Not having much evidence to relyon for testing RAS-adjt,isted matrices
against reality, we have tried to analyze theconsistency of results and the empirical
plausibility of conclusions derived fromour set of matrices. Another possibility,
still to be explored, is to use other adjustmentmethods, such as the linearprogram-
ming approach of Matuszewski cial. (1964).
Section 2 discusses RAS from anew angle, proposing an interpretation of RAS
coefficients in terms of prices, which will be testedin Section 7. Section 3 describes
the various steps used in the estimation of the seriesof matrices. Section 4 describes
a short test run for the prediction of future marginals froma known matrix and
constant RAS multipliers. One concludes that, althougherrors grow linearly with
time, a few sectors account for most of them,so that the extrapolation may be safe
in the short run, if one keeps track ofsome key sectors.
Section 5 deals with the prediction of intermediatedemand, given final
demand and a coefficient matrix. Theage of the coefficient matrix turns out to be
crucial, final-demand blow-up being better than input-outputwhen the age of the
matrix exceeds 10 years. Section 6 studies the effectof coefficient changes on
intermediate demand. It turns out that,on the one hand, coefficient changes
minimized on the average by RASarean extremely important determinant of
changes in intermediate demand in the Mexicaneconomy. On the other hand,
results are plausible in the sense that they indicatea substitution process occurring
in the economy, where "traditional" inputs (agricultural goods, minerals)are
being heavily replaced by chemicals;a large proportion of the growth of the so-
called "modern" sector is accounted for by coefficient changes.
Section 7 assumes coefficients are generated bya Cobb-Douglas production
function, through profit maximization, givenexogenous prices. It seems that price
movements have been so small that no significant changes are predicted by the
* Naciona! Financiera and the National Council of Sdenceand Technology, Mexico. The author
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CobbDouglas model; hence coefficient changes are in the main the result of cx.
ante technical change. Computed ex-ante change from the Cobb Douglas model
leads to practically the same results as those observed in Section 6, with a high
empirical plausibility.
Finally. Section 8 hints at a production-function-free model of technological
change, the empirical testing of which is still in the research stage.
2 ON RAS AND ITS INTERPRETATIONS
Although the RAS method for updating input-output tables is well known, it
is convenient to mention briefly some of its main characteristics that will be
relevant in the sequel. Let A and B be two non-negative matrices of the same order,
with none of the rows or columns of either A or B consisting entirely of zeros. Call
B a RAS transform of A, given strictly positive diagonal matricesand' so that
B = A&. Clearly, the relation "B is a RAS transfi)rm of A" is an equivalence
relation.
The RAS transform of the inputoutput coeflicient matrix in t,A(i). was
proposed originally by Leontief as a model for the coefficient matrix A(t + 1).
Stone and his group at Cambridge, England (see Stout. or oi propd a way
to find one RAS transform, the one for which A(t)s will add up to the marginals
for (t + 1). RAS transforms have been extensively studied by M. Bacharach, a
former member of Stone's group (see Bacharach, 1970). He shows that, if A, Bare
scalcd so that I, then the quantity:
(2.1) 1 = Zblog'
is minimized under Eb11 = v1, -b11=;i, say. when B is a RAS transform of A.
Equation (2.1) may be interpreted as the information gain froma posterior bivariate
distribution (b), given a prior distribution (a,). It was first proposed by thepresent
author, de Leeuw, and Theil (1966).
If the log in (2.1) is expanded, the dominant term is chi-square; hence RAS is
approximately a chi-square minimizer; chi-square criteria have beenproposed to
adjust frequency matrices to known marginals by Deming and Stephan(1940) and
Friedlander (1961).
None of these "minimizer" interpretations havean economic character.
Stone calls i1 a "substitution effect" andsj a "fabrication effect." It is also possible
to see RAS in the light of the gravitational models of W. Isard. Ipropose here
another strictly economic interpretation of RAS.
If one considers inputoutput coefficientsas the outcome of profit maximiza-
tion, given a production function anda set of exogenous input and factor prices (as
do, for example, Morishirna and Murata,1972), one sees that physical coefficients
are given by
(2.2)
'We adopt the convention olwritingfor the diagonal matrix obtained from vectorx. All vectors
will be columns; accents will denotetransposition.
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ajj =in the Cobb-Douglas, and by
(2.3) uj = (pOpE'
in the CES, whereis the exponent for input (or factori) in the Cobb- Douglas
production function of sector j, and Ois the distributionparameter and a the
elasticity of substitution in the CES productionfunction of sector j. Thep arc
prices.
Two-stage production functions, suchas L'zawa's generalized CES (1962),






Profit maximization leads to
ajj =JOA(' T!ri)
Notice that the first multiplicative component, is a Cobb-Douglas input
coefficient. If Agj is consistent with CES profit maximization,then Agj = (Ogjpj/Pg)'IZJ
and hence
(2.4) (Pgajj/pj)(pjO/Pg)°'i,
the product of a within-Sg Cobb-Douglas coefficient andthe between-Sg CES
coefficients. Pg is the aggrcgatc price Pg= >jEyg(Xjj/'Xgj)pj, JC the g-th Cobb-
Douglas component of the CES (2.3).




leads in a straightforward manner to:
(2.5) = (OjjP/pj'(pj1gj/Pg)
According to (2.2), price changes without a change in the production function lead
to
a-(t + 1) ={p1(t)/p,(t +1)}a4t)p-(t+
that is, r, = p.(t)/p1(t + I), s = p,t + l)/p4t). These values I call the Cobb-Douglas-
RAS coefficients, r, s°. Clearly, one se's that (2.3') implies CES-RAS coefficients:
=
SCES=(5çDTJ 'jkj
Of course, r, is independent of j in the Cobb-Douglas case, and/or sectors having
the same elasticity of substitution. Coefficients defined in (2.4) will change accord-
ing to
a1(t+ I) = r°rat)ss (i E Sg)
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Those defined in (2.5) will follow:
+ I) =
Some empirical results on this will be reported in Section 7.
3.THF ESTPVIAT!ON PROCEI)URE OFMrxico'sINPUT-OUTPUT MATRICES
The only full input--output table for Mexico was compiled in 1960 by the Bank
ofMexico.2This will be referred to as "the original 1960 matriX." Other sources
of information are the NationalAccounts,3an unpublished table on import
composition,4referred to as "lmportaciOn" and the joint study of ECLA and
NacionalFinanciera.5designated as ECLA-NAFINSA. The Mexican inpu
output system includes 46 intermediate sectors, listed in Table 4, Section 6,
and four primary inputs (imports, labor, capital, and indirect taxes minus sub-
sidies). Final demand is divided into consumption, exports and gross capital
formation (plus or minus changes in inventories). The National Accounts give
the 50 row totals at current and constant 1960 prices to 1967. save row 47 (imports),
which has been deflated with index numbers from ECLA-NAFINSA. Row totals
1 to 46 for 1968/72 at current and constant 1960 prices are also given in the
National Accounts: row total 47 is deflated using unpublished ECLA figures.
Row totals 48 to 50 are estimated as follows: indirect taxes are a constant pro-
portion of GDP (4.84 percent). Disposable income is distributed between labor
and capital using
(3.1) tv1 =0.011356 -4-O.623038w_1+0.389621w1_24..0.00638;v,_3
(0.167) (0.931) (l.030) (0.125)
(R2 = 0.999364), where w, is the share of labor in year t.
Column 47 sums up to row 47 as).Columns I to 46 are reported in the
National Accounts, both in current and 1960 prices: exports (column total 48)
are reported only at current prices and deflated with ECLA-NAFINSA index
members up to 1969 and ECLA unpublished figures for 1970-1972. Column total
49 (gross capital formation) is reported at current prices and deflated with the
implicit GDP deflator: consumption is estimated asa residual from GDP
(+ imports-exports-gross capital formation). All thiscovers the period 1950-
1972.
Matrix estimates are the two-stage RAS equivalent of the original 1960
matrix, as follows: for the purpose of RAS estimation, intermediate matrices
include imports, and arc called the augmented intermediatematrix (AIM): reduced
2 Banco deMexico. Cuadro de Insumo-Productopara 1960, undated.
Cuenras Naciona!es y Acerros de In Capita!,undated. Estadisticas de In Ofna. de Cuentas de
Prodccj6n y Precios 1973. Includesa Statistical Appendix (Apéndice Estadistieo No. U published in
October, 1973.
'importacion de Mercancias:' Olna. deCuentas dcl Exterior. October 26. 1973.
ECLA and Nacional Financiers. LaPoilvica Industrial en el Desarrollo EconOmico de Mexlco.
Mexico City. Nacicnal Financiera,1971.
556primary input matrices(RPM) exclude imports.Then, all matricesbeing given at constant 1960 prices:
I. For i1960, the stage 1-AIMis RAS-equi%ralentto the original 1960 matrix, under NationalAccounts row and columntotals. Fort1961to f = 1972, thestage 1-AIM for r isRAS-equivalent to range I-AIM for t- I, under row and column totalsfrom the National Accounts.
For t =1950to t =1959,the stage I-AIM isRAS-equiyalent to stage I-AIM fort+ 1, under row and columntotals from the National Accounts.
Stage I-RPM is given inthe NationalAccounts, for 1950 to 1967. Stage I-RPM for1968-1972 is RAS-equivalent,for eacht, to stage 1-RPM for t - i. under (2.1)and the resultingdistribution of GDP.
Stage II row 47 is definedas follows: for intermediatesectors, the element (47,j) is row total 47x the share of intermediategoods in total imports (given in "Importación")times the share ofsector] in stage I row 47. This covers j1 to 46 Imports ofconsumption goods (47, 47) and capital goods (47, 49)are defined in a similarway.
Stage II column 48incorporates information fromECLANAFINSA on the exports of 16 groups ofgoods they are disaggregatedfrom the share of each sector in theexports of its group, accordingto the stage I matrix.
The resulting stage IIsub-matrix of the AIM isRAS-equivalent to the
corresponding sub-matrix of thestage I-AIM, under NationalAccounts (minus the value of the elementsin row 47 or column 48defined above). This covers 1950 to 1969.Stage LI-AIM fortis RAS-equivalent tostage li-AIM for- I, withtfrom 1970 to 1972.
Matrices from 1973 to 1975are all RAS-equivalent to the(t - 1)matrix, with RAS coefficients definedas the average stage I values for 1960-
1969.
4. ATEST FOR TIlEQUALITY OF RAS FORECASTS
Only very restricted testingcan be done on the quality of a RAS-adjusted
matrix: the only conclusiveone implies having a "real" matrix for theforecast period. One can test theextrapolation of a matrix to periods wherethe marginals
are not known: let f1 andbe the last-known values ofr and s1, say those carrying
A(t) into A(t + 1). Onemay try A(t + 2) = 2A(t)2, or, in general,A(t + h) =
A simple test was carriedout along these lines, with the 1973, 1974, and1975
matrices defined as above, using the1972 matrix and the average 1960-1969rand
s values. Intermediate flow matrices for1970, 1971, and 1972 were predicted,
using the 1969 matrix andthe average 1960-1969 r ands. Then marginals were
compared with their true values from theNational Accounts.
557It seems that, on the one hand, rowand column totals were forecast with
more or less the same degreeof success, although column errors are a hit larger
tsee Table 1). Root-mean square errors(RMS)
- x2I2
),46 xf
where xc is the predicted and x the actual valueof x1, were computed for both
column and row totals for the three years. They tend toincrease heavily with
time: gross output, for example. waspredicted with a RMS errorof8.35 percent
at one year's distance, 15.80 percentfor two years, and 23.5 percent for three
years.
TABLE I
ROOT MEAN SOL'ARF ERRORS FOR RAS-PRF.nicrED MARGINALS
(in percents
On the other hand, five sectors seem to account for a large fractionoffore-
casting errors: in the five cases errors mean overestimation. They are shown in
Table 2, together with their forecasting errors (x - x)/x.
TABLE 2
FORECASTING ERRORS FOR SOME CRUCIAL SECTORS (percents)
The period running from 1970 to 1972 is a difficult one for the Mexican
economy. 1970 witnessed a change of Administration, an event which is tradi-
tionally thought to have significantconsequences. 1971 was a semi-recession
year, when the rateofgrowth of GNP was halved, and 1972 is considered as the
initial year of a mild inflationary period-an experiencenot known in the Mexican
economy for a long time. One may see that so-called "traditional" sectors continue
to grow and were underestimated by RAS: "dynamic"sectors were generally
overestimated. This is an interesting subject for further research.
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Gross Output Intermediate Inputs
Sector 1970 1971 1972 1970 1971 1972
Mining, non-metals 19.1964 32.2034 67.8571 16.0494 25.8824 54.3210
Basic chemicals 16.4265 36.4362 69.9495 22.4771 47.1522 88.7550
Fertilizers and pesticides31.6384 51.0000 78.8546 32.8244 54.7973 86.3095
Otherchemicals 17.8451 24.8408 32.1637 20.5882 28.7037 39.5652
Electric machinery 12.3306 39.660! 50.8750 12.4668 38.9503 50.9804
1970 1971 1972
Gross Output
Total 8. 3538 15.8044 23.4878
Without 5 sectors 5.1805 10.2817 12.1362
Intermediate Inputs
Total 11.7454 17.98 10 26.3472
Without 5 sectors 9.7860 12.7193 15.2139r
Pending an extension of the testexamined above (for another20 years). one may conclude that short-run RAS extrapolationpossibly aided by some
exogenous hypotheses (such as rate of growth of GDP,imports, exports, etc.)
may not be too bad, provided one keeps track ofsome crucial sectors that account
for a large fraction of forecastingerrors.
5. FORECASTING INTERMEDIATEDEMAND
We are concerned in this section withthe predictive power of theintermediate demand predictor:
(5.1) = [(J -
1-
Tilanus (1966), Tilanus and Rey (1963), Reyand Tilanus (1964), and Theil (1966)
have studied this field extensively for the Dutcheconomy: it can also be extended
to primary inputs (see Tilanus and Harkema 1962).
Our experiment is rather artificial, ofcourse: all matrices A, are estimated
and the estimation process includes];. Itmay be worth while to point out that
errors of (5.1) are unlikely to be overestimated,at least on the average, since
matrix estimates minimize7 change accordingto information theory.
The Dutch studies enter intomany interesting details which we leave aside:
we do not look for the statistical structure of predictionerrors, but for a measure
of the efficiency of an "aged" coefficient matrixto predict intermediate demand,
given a perfect forecast of final demand.
We are interested in comparing the performanceof(5.1) as against a simpler
predictor, starting also from perfect predictionof final demand, but without
knowledge of input coefficients:
(5.2) =
Predictor (3.2) has been called "final demand blow-up" predictor.We call
(3.1) the input-output' predictor.
We are interested in the behavior of theroot mean-square errors:
where T is the length of the period under analysis (hereT = 26).
The performance of the input-output predictorworsens with the length of
the prediction period, as should be expected, and there isa great sector variation
in the behavior of the e. For example, the miningsectors reach errors higher
than 10 percent in one and twoyears, "other textiles" (non soft-fiber) and con-
struction, in 2, fertilizers, in 3, basic chemicals, in 6, synthetic materials,in 5, and
forestry, in 6, while otherslike the food industry, communications,trade, rubber,








CIhT LI 7 Lt=i i,i+hI
printing and editorial, and petroleum and petrochemicals--do not reach thislevel
in the period under analysis (25-year horizon). "Critical" periods (in theSCflsc
of less than 10 percent prediction errors) arc large for the services (otherthan
transportation).
This is not the pattern of the blow-up predictor: after a critical point,6 years
on the average, errors start to decline to an average of 18 percent for 20years and
rise again afterwards (see Table 3)8 Thus, the short-run performance ofthe input--
output predictor seems better than the blow-up: the situationreverses for the
long run (after 4 years on the average). Table 3 shows the values of
and
These values are highly dominated by the errors in Sectors5, 6, and 14, so
that, side by side, Table 3 contains
= -- e ëB = e
5.6.14 1*5.6.14
If e? and eare used, blow-up prediction performs better than input-output
prediction after 8 years (again, the averageover the sectors' critical levels of 10per-
cent average error are: 4 years for input-output and 2years for blow-up if all
sectors are taken into account; 11 years for input-outputand 12 for blow-up if
the dominant sectors are excluded).
6. SOURCES OF CHANGE IN THE DEMANDFOR INTERMEDIATE INPUTS:
COEFFICIENT CHANGE
Consider the familiar input-outputequation for intermediate demand:
(6.1) z=x_f={(J_Ayl_I}fA(J_A)-1f_CJ
Take Index z,f and A with subscriptt, lag one period, and subtract to obtain:
(62) ,- z= C,f - Cf1 = C1(j; j1) + (C,- C,.1)j1
= C11(f + (C, -
In what follows I will takethe simple mean of thetwo last right-hand members of (6.2) and define C'= (C, + C,_1)/2, f*= (/; +f. )/2, AC = C, - C,.1, Af=j f.1,so that:
(6.3) Az = z,- = C*Af+ (AC)f*
The first termon the right is the effect of changesin final demand holding C constant at C, upon the changein intermediate demand. Thesecond term is the effect of coefficientchange, holding final demandconstant atft. A word of caution
8 Thisis not the behavior foundin the Duich studies:see Theil (1966), p. 186.
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TABLE 3
AVITRA(Th ROOT MEAN---SQUARF PRI'iiI(iIONERRORS FOR INI(J1 O(JIp.rjANt) li'ai Di \IA'i) Brow-up PRUICTORS OF INTFRMIO!ATFDi:\IANI) LIV LFN(;fJOF HoI/n\'
* Excluding sectors 5. 6. and14.
is in order. This is not technological change,as contended by H. Simon (1951).
Input-output coefficients are the result of bothan ex-ante technology (for example,
as expressed by a neoclassical production function) and relativeinput and factor
prices. This subject will be explored in Sections7and 8.
Table 4 shows the average value of thecomponents of(6.3) relative to inter-
mediate demand change: (t\C)J*/A: and the signof C*A/'/Az. expressed in
percentages, over the ten periods1963-1964to1972-1973for the46intermediate
sectors.
Signs of C*1/. are shown. although it isnot necessary, for in all cases
with positive (AC)f*/A. the percentage value isbelow 100. If one looks at the
number of negative signs of (,C)f*one finds that most "traditional" sectors
have a large number of them: agriculture and forestryhave 9, other textiles (rough
fibers, mainly sisal), tannery and leathergoods, wood and cork, real estate, and,
surprisingly, construction have 8. Another surprise is the 7negative signs in the
petroleum sector.
On the other hand, the "modern" sectors (to which petroleum shouldbelong)
show little or no trace of negative(eC)f*.In general. leaving aside very large
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Years ahead
Input-Output Final Demand Blow-tip
A B* A
2
0.020369 0.016423 0.076105 0.018927
3
0.041807 0.027270 0.257118 0.031225
4
0.076551 0.042152 0.488365 0.053787
5
0.115902 0.056720 0.694574 0.075978
6
0.154525 0.061742 0.898973 0.09659:
7
0.191774 0.062417 1.015625 0081417
8
0.1977.53 0.07083! 0.624096 0.071478
9
0.204174 0.079390 0.319685 0072247
10
0.237075 0.087272 0.308324 0072575
ii
0.262386 0.097593 0.258630 0.069537
12
0.298328 0.109508 0.233216 0.082903
13
0.325883 0.121670 0.238642 0.101889
14
0.371613 0.134517 0.283794 0.1 17014
15
0.449625 0.146087 0.3H779 0.096908
'6
0.510355 0.158047 0.307058 0.094017
17
0.481798 0.172252 0.218269 0.100588
IS
0.468006 0.182266 0.188489 0.092035
0.465440 0.198109 0.157746 0.081595 19
20
0.527681 0.207107 0.146353 0.066511
21
0.639423 0.223229 0.182646 0.110780
22
0.805617 0.247337 0.235497 0.153827
1.044452 0.277170 0.290216 0.189102 23 1.317865 0.326539 0.366483 0.24006! 24 1.359723 0.393608 0.384313 0297411 25 1.295315 0.439t9 0.209831 0.155952TABLE 4
COMONFNTS OF ('HANOES IN THE D1ANo FOR INTFRMEI)1AIT INPLJ1S
(percentages with respect to Az) 1963-1974

















I. Agriculture 5 369.5 9 0 -
2. Livestock 0 -39.4 7 0 +
3. Forestry 2 -239.5 9 0
4. Fishing 4 152.3 6 0
5. Mining, metals 5 - 1757.9 6 0 +
6. Mining, non-metals 4 663.1 6 0 -
7. Petroleum and first stage
petrochemicals 0 -15.4 7 0
8. Meat and dairy products 0 0.3 3 0 +
9. Wheat and corn products 2 33.3 3 I +
tO. Other foodstuffs 2 52.5 5 0 +
II. Beverages -0.02 4 I +
12. Tobacco I 30.5 5 0 +
13. Textiles, soft fibers 0 20.2 2 0 -
14. Other textiles 8 149.0 8 0 -
15. Clothing and footwear I 46.6 3 0 +
16. Wooden and cork products 2 -3023.3 8 0
17. Paper and pulp 1 30.3 5 0 +
18. Printing, editorial 2 212.1 5 0 -
19. Tannery and leather goods 2 1.2 8 0 +
20. Rubber industry 0 - 12.5 5 0 +
21. Basic chemicals 0 -11.5 4 0 ±
22. Synthetic materials 0 51.8 0 0 +
23. Fertilizers and pesticides 2 111.1 3 0 -
24. Soaps and detergents 0 -4.0 3 0 +
25. Pharmaceuticals 0 -30.6 3 0 +
26. Cosmetics 0 37.9 0 0 +
27. Other chemicals I 80.2 2 0
28. Processing of non-metals 0 6.2 4 0 +
29. Basic metallurgical
industry I 177.5 6 0 -
30. Metal-mechanical I 22.4 4 0 +
31. Non-electric machinery I -65.2 4 0 +
32. Electric machinery 2 50.9 4 0
33. Transport equipment 3 28.1 6 0 +
34. Automotive 3 233.4 5 0 -
35. Other manufactures 0 -54.4 6 0 +
36. Construction 3 -4.3 8 0 ±
37. Electricity 0 34.2 0 0 +
38. Films and recreation 2 770.2 6 0 -.
39. l'ransportation 0 - 112.7 7 0 +
40. Communications 0 20.2 I 0 +
41. Trade margins 0 6.4 4 0 +
42. Real estate 0 -70.6 8 0 +
43. Hotels and restaurants 1) -0.03 4 0 +
44 Banking, finance and
insurance 0 -54.2 5 0 +
45. Other services 0 -49.3 7 0 +
46. Government services 0 -34.3 4 0 +F
TABLE 5
1973 GRoss OIJT?UT: ACTUAL AND UNDERCONSTANT 1963 INPUT-OUTPUTMATRIX









I. Agriculture 21,762 26,304 31,646 0.831195 2. Livestock 12,805 22,020 22,312 0.986913 3. Forestry 1,056 1,388 1,792 0.774554 4. Fishing 676 902 1.089 0.828283 5. Mining, metals 3,088 3,354 5.770 0.58 1282 6. Mining, non-metals
7. Petroleum and first stage
1,444 2,390 3,480 0686782
petrochemicals
8. Meat and dairy products




13. Textiles, soft fibers
14. Other textiles
IS. Clothing and footwear
16. Wooden and cork products
17. Paper and pulp
18. Printing, editorial































































22. Synthetic materials 959 6.665 3,795 1.756258
23. Fertilizers and pesticides 1,035 2,536 2,015 1,258560











27. Other chemicals 1,539 3,753 3.614 1.038463
28. Processing of non-metals 2,910 8,419 8,084 1.041 350
29. Basic metallurgical industry 6,048 15.122 15,620 0.968118
30. Metal mechanical 3,200 7,604 7.801 0.974799
31. Non-electric machinery 1,149 4,975 4,243 1.172524
32. Electric machinery 3.072 9,075 8,777 1.033894
33. Transport equipment 1,301 2,806 2,949 0.951502
34. Automotive 3,774 15,598 15,191 1.026799
35. Other manufactures 1,778 3.881 3,761 1.031907
36. Construction 16,921 38.814 39,846 0.9741 102
37. Electricity 3.005 9,266 7,735 l.l97986
38. Films and recreation 2,332 3,682 3,672 1.002942
39. Transportation 7,993 14,660 14,877 0.985380
40. Communications 1.091 3,023 2,511 1.204206
41. Trade margins 63,274 126,645 123,337 1.026825
42. Real estate 14,932 23,836 24,617 0.968290
43. Hotels and restaurants 5,257 11,374 11,231 1.012697
44. Banking, finance and insurance 3,589 8,126 7,822 1.038800
45. Other services 9,518 15,989 15,615 1.023945
46. Government services 13,235 28,725 27,796 1.033423figures (due to very small A:).Table 4 shows that cocflIcicnt change is a non-trivial
dctermiunt of the changes inintermediate dcuiand.
Another way of looking at this isthe following: hold the coeflicient matrix
constant at t = i, and lookfor the effects of only final demand changes up to
= T. Table 5 showsthe result of doing this for t0 = 1963 and T = 1973: that
is, hold the matrix for 1963 constantand look for the value of z (or X) in 1973,
letting final demand vary from 1964onwards as observed. Table 5 shows 1963
gross output (the startingpoint), observed 1973 gross output, and the values of
gross output in 1973 if theintermediate coefficient matrix were held constant at
its 1963 value. The ratio of actual tohypothetical 1973 values is the proportional
gain (or loss if less than 1) in gross output byeach sector due to coefficient change
during the decade. We find thus that agricultureloses gross output at an annual
rate of 1.7 percent {(l0.831 195)/lO}. forestry, of 2.25 percent per year, mining
of metals. 4.2 percent, mining of non-metals, 3.13 percent, rough-fiber textiles,
4.3 percent. while basic chemicals gain at a rate of almost 1percent per year,
synthetic materials, at 7.6 percent. fertilizers and pesticides, 2.6 percent, etc. This
is fairly consistent with what can be seen in Table 4. One sees that the surprising 7
negative signs of the petroleum sector have little consequence: a gross output loss
rate of less than one percent. Its considerable growth is therefore due to final
demand.
It can be concluded that, as an effect of prices or as an effect of technological
change, there is a clear substitution of "traditional" inputs (agricultural stuffs,
minerals) for synthetic inputs. Exploration into the causes (prices and technology)
will be pursued in the next section.
7. TECHNOLoGICAL CHANGE IN A COBB-DOUGLAS WORLD
In this section we assume a Cobb-Douglas production function generating
both input and factor coefficients. Of course, all is reducible to a production
function with factors as arguments, but we have seen that there are important
changes in int'rmediate coefficients and must try to derive an explanation. I am
going to be concerned only with input coefficients. Using the results in Section 2,
we get the basic equation
(7.1) + 1) =
where r= p(t)/p(t + 1) ands5=p(t + l)Ip4t). We call (7.1) the Cobb-
Douglas RAS model. Our purpose in this section is to compare it with the
"ordinary" RAS model, i.e., at -f1) obtained from Stone's algorithm, subject to
National Accounts marginals. Again, some way of synthesizing a large amount
of information (46 x 46 coefficients x 25 years) will be needed. Let u(t + 1) be
obtained from ordinary RAS. If the Cobb-Douglas model is sustained, the dis-
crepancy with (7.1) is explained as a change in we know thatis the money
coefficient pa/p; hence we may estimate:
+ 1)p.(t + l)a141 + l)pt)
-p(t + l)aI)4t)pE(t)
(7.2) =
564wheretand s arc ordinary RAS coefficients.Table 6 shows yearlyaverages froni 1963 to 1972 of average valuesofap + l)/ci,4t) alongrows (outpit cocfficientsl
aiij columiis (Input cuefiluients). Table 6 alsoshows the mean values of thepre- dicted change under Cobb-Douglasassumptions. From there,an approximation
to (7.2) is obtained. Indeed, the predicted Cobb-Douglaschange is so that (7,2) is the ratio of ordinary RAS to Cobb-DouglasRAS. I approximate themean (7.2) by the ratio of the mean ordinary RASto the mean Cobb-Douglas RAS
changes.
Changes in the rows are related to increasesin the intermediate demand of
input i; row averages (7.2) will show the average annualincrease ratio (if greater
than 1) in the use of input I, independent ofprice changes. The Cobb-Douglas
predicted change will show that part of theincrease in the use of i which is due
to a lower relative price: the final (multiplicative) resultis the RAS-predicted
change.
Changes along the column may denoteseveral things. If less thanone,
average (7.2) will show that the technology of sectorj (ex-anteprothtctionfiozction)
consumes less intermediate inputs. With a great deal ofwishful thinking, one
may interpret this component as the complement ofan annual productivity
increase rate, but lam not much willing toventure such a debatable interpretation.
The Cobb-Douglas prediction will show theexpected increase (or decrease) in
physical input due to price changes: if less thanone, it shows that the price of
output has risen above the price of inputs, and viceversa. The final result is the
RAS-predicted change, showing "actual" increaseor decrease as the product of
changes due to priccs and changes due to "technology:'
On examining Table 6 one concludes that,even if most changes are small,
there is a striking consistency with the results of Section6. We find that predicted
Cobb-Douglas changes are very small: "traditional"sectors show a considerable
rate of ex-ante change (agriculture, 6.5 percentper year, mining of metals, 11.4,
mining of non-metals, 5.8) leading toa decrease in average output coefficients.
Petroleum is predicted to decreaseon the baseofprices (Cobb-Douglas forecast),
but grow on accountofex-ante change. "Modern" sectors show the same pattern
as in Section 6: synthetic materials with ex-ante average growth of 16percent
per year (decrease if only prices are taken), fertilizers, 7 percent, electricity, almost
8 percent, etc.
Input coefficients would increase as a result of prices in allsectors (thus
probably leading to smaller added values): their increaseoccurs also in observa-
tion; in the "traditional" sectors, there isan ex-ante increase, while those identified
as "modern" show decreases. Probably this could reinforce the "productivity"
conjecture raised above.
One may also think that the presence of what I have been handhngas ex-ante
changes may be interpreted as evidence that the elasticity of substitutionis not
equal to one. This is a matter for further research.
8. A PRODUCTION-FUNCTION..FREE MODELOF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE
Let x be gross output of sectorj, x,j, the flow of input i into sector j. We






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0using (5.2). This equals
-
in in
"Minimize IF (SJ --+ - -:.- i) under i 0.
568
Cobb Douglas production function,if this is the picture of technology CX-ante. If





= '1'aridp = (1 -
Suppose elasticities of substitution o,of input i for input k in sector j are not
necessarily equal. as in the CES, hut atleast locally constant:
(8.1) = - A log (xIJ!xk)/A log (P!Pk)
Let, for fixed j, è be the vectorof elements A log Pj.be the vector of elements
A log x1, and S the matrixof elements 0kj' Let, in general, 0 be the diagonal
matrix constructed from vector v and(iota) be a vector of units. Then (8.1) may
be written as
(8.2) S 5S =t' +
which allows in principle the determination of .Ii one approximates the right-
hand side to the left-hand side of(S.2) by least squares, under L'= 0, one gets
(8.3) =-3S)
where in is the number of inputs. Re-writing (5.3) one sees that:
A log X1J = log Pk - A log PlkokJ)
m
(8.4) /jJ{ZklIkJA log p - A log ,'1}
say. The first term within braces in the last expression in (8.4) is a weighted average
of log-changes in prices, with weights proportional to the ex-post elasticities of
substitution (8.1); it may be seen as the log-change of a price index:
(8.6) A log 7t klJkA log p,
Now, p1 can be evaluated as follows:
4Uij =k0lkJ = SJLsinceLL= 0. The first term above is
in log p5/A log p) = pA log gJA lo p
The second is A log x/A logHence:
I - A log iriA log PJ = A log XIJ/L\ logm
is a modified direct price elasticity for xi,, if A log ii/A log p= 0 (as in an
partial equilibrium model) pis the direct price elasticity of .v.
All this suggests a BartenTheil type of demand equations forx0, say
Alogx1 = IIJA log (p1/it)
(8.7) PSJESCIJA log p
Ex-ante technological change will be measured by changes in the parameters of
equations (8.7). This would require a very large sample indeed: it has been suggested
to use equations of the type
(8.8) A log xj = C103 -{-kCkJA log 1k
where Cis a rate of change ol' xin time, and would be taken as caused by
technological changes, and Cis proportional to an average or long, run elasticity
of substitution. Empirical research on equations (8.7) and (8.8) is being conducted
presently.
Natiotwi Council of Science
and Teclmologt'. Mexico
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